
Planning for genocide·
In a third report based on his
forthcoming book* DUNCAN,
CAMPBELLwith PHILS1"EADMAN,
describes how the government
underestimates the nuclear death toll

.PRECISEL Y BECAUSE nuclear wai
would be so. devastating, even' the mos
aggressive military hawks are prepared tc
pay lip service to the ideal of nuclear disar
mament. .

Over the years, however, 'there has beer
a systematic willingness to 'forget Of un
derestimate exactly how devastating the
Bomb would be.

Whitehall has produced .estimates 0

.how many would die in a nuclear attack OI
Britain. Until two years ago, these, esti-
mates were rigorously kept secret. But nov
claims have emerged that between 75 anc
85 per cent of the population would survive
a nuclear war. Such claims are frequentlj
made in support of the government's 'civi
defence' campaign ..Two years ago, HOInt
Office minister Lord Belstead claimed thai
the government's civil defence precaution)
would be responsible for 'saving' half the
total number of survivors, then estimatec
at 47~49million. '

This absurd claim for civil defence ha!
been repeated since as (though it were (
scientific'calculatiori, although an examina
tion of the .original study on which it i!
based shows that it lisa niere 'guesstimate'
More insidious, however, are the claim!
the government now makes as to the
overall survival level after a nuclear attack
These are. based on computer studies 0'

nuclear attack on Britain which are riddled
with errors.

The Home 'Office claims that 85 per cent
of the population (or about 46 million)
would survive an attack .. ' The realistic
figure. is between 10 and 20 million. And
that is only the immediate death tolL
Furthermore, civil defence plans - if fol-
lowed - would produce millions more
casualties than if there were none at aiL
Reinarkably, this can be proved from the
Home Office's own figures.

NUCLEAR TESTS held in the 1950s and
1960s provide the fundamental information
from which estimates of the destructive
power of the Bomb can be fashioned. First,
there is the crushing blast wave which fora
large (5 megaton) H bomb would probably
demolish houses across _an area of 130

-square miles, shatter roofs more than 15
miles away, and break windows more than
30 miles away. Next, there is the 'heat
flash', which ignites anything combustible
anti turns people exposed in the open into
charred lumps of meat in a few seconds for
up to 15 miles. Then come the pervasive
plumes of fallout which, in most projected
attacks; will eventually kill more than half
as many people again as died from the
immediate effects. Further millions will die
trapped (because there will be no civil de-
ferice rescue services). Almost all the
seriously injured will die (because neces-
sary inedical care cannot be provided).
And many will die from radioactive fallout,
disease, starvation.and exposure. .

The Home Office's distorted view of the
casualties of nudear war starts by ignoring,
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[he effects of an airburst nuclear weapon (in this case a 5 Megaton hydrogen bomb) cover a much wider area than' the
iome Office publication, "Nuclear Weapons', claims. The outer edge of damaging blast effects, when the pressure from
he blast wave is about 0.75 pounds per square inch. can be up to 55 kilometres from the centre of the explosion. The
iorne Office booklet suggests that t~e outer edge ISonly 32V2 km from the centre



American estimates of casualties caused by the blast effects of nuclear weapons are
six to seven times greater than British estimates - although the British government,
and NATO,have also circulated the American figures to British civil defence planners
without nQticing. the discrepancy. This example shows the absolute numbers of
casualties at varying distances from the explosion centre. The effects shown are for a
representative 1 Megaton' weapon exploding on a city with a uniform population
density of 1000 people per square kilometre. British data describing blast casualties
contains many mistakes', and" at one particular distance from the centre of an,
explosion, casualties add up to 115 per cent of the original population: 'At least 23
years after this mistaken figure was first published, it has not beencorrected.

entirely, deaths from:
• Bums of any kind;
• Fires in houses or firestorms in cities;
• Disease or plague;
• Starvation, or malnutrition com-
pounding other problems.

But even more serious are the series of
errors made in the Home Office's compu-
ter programmes, and in the physics on
whichthey are based.
. In 1981, a Home Office scientist, Sid
Butler, gave a paper on 'Scientific Advice
in Home Defence' to the British Associa-
tion describing in outline how the Home
Office got its totals. He claimed, cau-
tiously, that " .,.

for a representative attack of ZOOMegatons
ineluding city targets at least half and pos-
sibly 70 per cent of the population would be
expected to survive. . . .

In order to make any 'representative' cal-
culation, it is obviously necessary both to,
know the quantitative effects of the Bomb
and to make assumptions about the likely
pattern of a nuclear attack; The Home
Office produces elaborate tables and dia-.
grams giving the former details, both as an
HMSO booklet on ~Nuclear Weapons',
and as a special private series, such as the
Training Manual, and Operational
Handbook for Scientific Advisers. These
and' similar publications are distinguis~ed
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The use,of an 'Operational Evaluation (radiation) Oose' in
the Home Office's computer calculations significantly
reduces casualty levels. For example, at a dose of just
over 600 rads, when at least BDper cent of those getting
such a dose would eventually die, the Home Office
calculates that only half that number, 40 per cent, would
die. The Operational Evaluation{Dose is 'based 'on the
correct observation that people can survive a higher.
radiation dose if they receive it gradually..But this cannot
properly be applied to people sheltering from fallout after
an attack, who will receive almost all of their dose in
little more than one day. The normal graph of death levels
also assumes that everyone would receive full medical
care - so casualties after a nuclear war, with medical
care officially forbidden for fallout victims, would be even
hiohar than shown here ..

by a remarkable level of internal self-
contradiction. "

The Operational Handbook, for
example, contains three different tables
describing the blast effects. of nuclear
weapons, giving three different results.
Thus it produces figures based on the
claim made in most Home Office scientific
publication~ that, if a' nuclear weapon is
exploded in the air, the range of its effects
is increased by only 30 per cent. But a
second, more detailed table in the Opera-
tional- Handbook shows that an airburst
nuclear weapon increases the range of its
effect between at least 40per cent and 60
percent. . I

The fundamental discrepancies are' be-
tween British and Americari sources of in-
formation. In the United States, official
data from bomb tests has been the basis for
a standard published textbook, The Effects
of Nuclear Weapons, by Samuel Glasstone
and Philip Dolan, and a major study by the
Congressional Office of Techriology As-
sessment (OTA). Most of the data that the
Home Office has circulated to its scientific
advisers is in fact reproduced from Glass- \
toneand Dolan. Some is reproduced from
the PTA study. It is a remarkable tes-
tament to the Home Office's competence
that it has apparently circulated this
material without warning that it entirely
contradicts its own studies, contained in
the same reports.'

The Home Office figures for blast
casualties were produced in the mid-1950s,
based on studies of the effects of Second
~orld War high explosive bombs. The re-
sulting data was turned into graphs, known
as 'ARC',' giving figures for the percen-
tages Of dead, trapped, and seriously in-
jured. at different r,anges from' the explo--
sion centre: This graph (fundamental to all
British. civil defence estimates) is, bluntly,
dishonest.

As the diagrams (above) show, the US
OTA casualty estimates are much higher'
than ARC's and more plausible. 5 miles
from a 5 Megaton explosion, for' example,
ARC graphs give 00 one killed, about 5
per cent injured and 3 per cent trapped: At
this- sort of distance, the OTA study re-.
ports, there' will be 50 per cent killed and
40 per cent seriously injured. Similar com-
parisons apply at almost every distance';
ARC's casualties fall to zero at about 8
miles from an explosion when the OTA
suggests that one quarter of the population

will be injured up to 13 miles away from
the explosion.

The assumption in the ARC figures that
nuclear weapons are like high explosive
bombs is wrong. They produce blast waves
whose duration and characteristics are far·
more devastating, often causing houses 'to
explode outwards. The Home Office has
also made no allowance for the fact that
post-war British housing stock is flimsier in
its blast (and radiation) resistance than
pre-1950 buildings. A separate H6me
Office report in 1981 on the civil defence
computer model pointed out that:
· the blast from nuclear weapons compared

with conventional weapons seems certain to
r.esult in much greater house damage, and
therefore more casualties ...

The same paper, by one of the inventors of
the computer model, Mr P. R. Bentley,
also identified three other factors which
needed revision, as well as warning that the

, programme did not set out to calculate all
the casualties from an attack - a qualifica-
tion blithely ignored in statements for pub-.
lie consumption ..

SO FAR ~AS radiation effects are con-
cerned, the rmain plank of the govern-
ment's civil defence advice to the public -
set out in Protect and Survive - is to build
a radiation shelter in the centre' of your
own home. If,this were done properly, the
level of radiation 'reaching those not killed
by blast or fire could be' reduced to any-

·thing from 3 to 30'pe~· tent of its level
outside -. making a significant difference
to survival rates. The extent to which a

·house and fall out shelter achieve this is



called its Protective Factor, or PF. Once
again, the Home Office _estimates of
protective factors are wildly higher (and
estimated casualties consequently far
lower) than in equivalent US reports. But
in reality, the Home Office has little idea
what the real situation is; particularly since
post-war houses and modern .bungalows
have very low PFs. Last year, it published a
picture book of houses with different PFs
to give local emergency planning officers
some idea of their actual local situation. In
confidential documents, the Home Office
has acknowledged that many people would
die from radiation in modern houses, even
if they followed Protect and Survive to the I

letter. '
The Home Office also takes no account!

of the fact that houses which have been
half-demolished, or had their roofs blown
off or-windows blown iri will not have the
same resistance to fallout as they did be-
fore the. bomb went off. In a major
concerted nuclear attack, almost every
window in the country would be blown in.
(Even in the Hiroshima attack, tiny by
modern standards, windows were smashed
as far as 17 miles away.) Householders
would have little or no time to re-seal their
houses against fallout before having to take
shelter from radiation. Yet the Home
Office computer programme, having first
estimated numbers of houses blown down
or damaged, by blast promptly re-erects
them, in effect, in perfect condition when it
estimates death from fallout.

The computer calculates the death-toll
from radiation on the basis of the esti-
mated dose received: and in particular
uses the 'LD50' dose - the level of 'Lethal
Dose' at which 50 per cent of those' ex-
posed are assumed to die. The Home
Office does not however use a realistic

, radiation dose in this' calculation, but a so-
called 'Operational Evaluation Dose'. This
is based on a figure for radiation at the
LD50 level effectively one third higher
than the level generally accepted by radia- \
tiori biologists as lethal. Undaunted, the
Home Office now proposes to revise its
assumed LD50 radiation dose level
upwards by a further third.

'EVEN IN nns fairy-tale world of
casualty estimates in which fires, burns,
disease and other problems are ignored,
and all other factors grossly underesti-
mated, som~ of the figures which emerge
are officially embarrassing. In his British
Association paper last year, for example,
Sid Butler provided graphs showing the
likely different survival levels after nuclear
attack if'~he population
(a) obeyed the exhortations of Protect and

Survive to 'stay put'; or
(b) dispersed, 'contrary to government

, advice and civil defence policy. .
The ttgures showed three types of attack -
in each case, there were more sutvivors
under option (b). In the case of an attack
'primarily, on civilian targets', the dif-
ference in the death-toll was between 6.6
million and 18.7 million dead. In other
words, the Home Office's 'stay put' policy
would kill an extra 12 million people; In-
deed, the computer- model chillingly as-
sumed that pveryone trapped and most of
those seriously injured after an explosion
would be written-off to die. 0


